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Abstract—Humans are capable of completing a range of
challenging manipulation tasks that require reasoning jointly
over modalities such as vision, touch, and sound. Moreover,
many such tasks are partially-observed; for example, taking a
notebook out of a backpack will lead to visual occlusion and
require reasoning over the history of audio or tactile information.
While robust tactile sensing can be costly to capture on robots,
microphones near or on a robot’s gripper are a cheap and
easy way to acquire audio feedback of contact events, which
can be a surprisingly valuable data source for perception in the
absence of vision. Motivated by the potential for sound to mitigate
visual occlusion, we aim to learn a set of challenging partiallyobserved manipulation tasks from visual and audio inputs. Our
proposed system learns these tasks by combining offline imitation
learning from a modest number of tele-operated demonstrations
and online finetuning using human provided interventions. In
a set of simulated tasks, we find that our system benefits from
using audio, and that by using online interventions we are able to
improve the success rate of offline imitation learning by ∼20%.
Finally, we find that our system can complete a set of challenging,
partially-observed tasks on a Franka Emika Panda robot, like
extracting keys from a bag, with a 70% success rate, 50% higher
than a policy that does not use audio.

The agent uses vision
to perceive the bag
and robot arm

When vision is occluded,
the agent uses sound to
localize the keys

I. I NTRODUCTION
End-to-end learning based approaches have shown impressive results when applied to vision-based robotic manipulation
across a range of skills like grasping [56, 33, 39] and manipulation of both rigid and deformable objects [38, 15, 27].
However, one pervasive yet often overlooked issue in visionbased manipulation is occlusion, which can lead to partial
observability and in some cases can make it impossible to
solve the task altogether. Consider for example the task of
extracting keys from a grocery bag. While vision is necessary
to successfully reach within the bag, the keys themselves
are out of sight. Therefore, it is impossible to complete the
task with vision only. One way to tackle this issue is by
introducing additional sensor modalities like tactile feedback,
which can reduce partial observability [37], but accurate and
robust tactile sensing for robot learning remains an open
problem. We instead consider audio feedback as an alternative,
since microphones are both cheap and robust, and as we will
find, a microphone attached to the robot’s gripper can provide
sufficient information about contact when camera images are
occluded. Therefore, in this work we focus on the problem
of learning robotic manipulation tasks amidst occlusion via
human demonstrations, using vision and audio modalities.

Tackling Partially-Observable Tasks with Audio-Visual
Imitation. We tackle vision-based manipulation tasks with occlusions
via interactive imitation learning where the agent leverages vision and
audio modalities. For the task of extracting keys from a bag, the robot
uses vision to perceive the bag, then uses sound from a microphone
located on the gripper to detect the keys to grasp. The robot uses
memory to encode the history of visual and audio observations to
successfully extract the keys.
Fig. 1.

While bringing in additional sensor modalities beyond vision can help mitigate occlusion, a number of challenges
remain: most notably, such problems still involve partial observability. Even if an agent captures multi-modal observations
(i.e. both vision and audio), each sensor may provide relevant
information intermittently over time, and the agent must reason
about the relationships between different sensor modalities at
different times. For example, in the task of extracting the keys
from the cloth bag, a sound made when the gripper hits the
keys many timesteps in the past may be critical in identifying
the keys’ position and successfully grasping them. Thus, our
agent leverages memory to learn from a history of audio and

visual observations.
Learning from multiple modalities over an extended history
presents yet another challenge: it produces a large and temporally correlated observation space. This is a major challenge
for agents trained with only offline imitation learning, as it
is easy for the learned agent to veer off the expert state
distribution and fail on out-of-distribution states. This state
distribution shift challenge is widely studied in imitation
learning [58], and is exacerbated when the agent considers
a history of observations. For example, an agent with memory
can be at a state within the expert state distribution, but if the
trajectory it took to get there is not, then the input to the policy
may still be out-of-distribution. To mitigate this, we adopt the
well-studied strategy of using online expert feedback [58, 35]
to finetune and correct the agent’s behavior.
Towards tackling these problems, we propose and develop a
system with three key properties. First, to handle visual occlusion, we learn from a multi-modal sensor input containing both
third-person RGB images and audio data from a microphone
attached to the robot’s gripper. Second, to address partial
observability, our system leverages LSTM [23] memory to
capture the history of audio and visual observations and their
interactions. These are all encoded in an end-to-end network
which outputs the robot’s end-effector actions. Finally, to
handle the state-distribution shift from learning with offline
demonstrations in this large observation space, we use online
corrections from an expert (i.e. interventions) to finetune the
learned policy in a sample efficient way.
Concretely, our main contribution is an end-to-end imitation
learning system for completing partially-observed vision-based
manipulation tasks amidst occlusion by leveraging audiovisual sensor modalities, memory, and interactive learning
from expert corrections. We conduct extensive experiments in
simulation evaluating the importance of design choices around
fusing modalities, leveraging memory, and online finetuning
for task completion. Finally, we find that our system is
capable of completing multi-modal, partially-observed tasks
(e.g. extracting keys from a bag) entirely from vision and
sound on a real Franka Emika Panda robot (See Figure 1)
with a 70% success rate, more than double the success rate of
an agent using only vision.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Towards learning to completing partially-observed manipulation tasks, our approach draws on ideas from multi-modal
learning, learning with partial observability, and efficient finetuning of trained policies.
Multi-Modal Robotic Learning. Learning from multiple
sensor modalities is a well-studied problem in robotics. For
example, a number of works have studied how to effectively
fuse information from visual and tactile input to enable better
reinforcement learning [24, 6, 37, 36, 29] and imitation
learning [41, 3], as well as to identify and reconstruct object
properties [40, 62, 59, 71]. Like these works, we aim to
leverage multiple modalities to complete robotic manipulation
tasks, but unlike these works, use vision and audio modalities.

A number of works have also studied multi-modality from
vision and sound in the context of visual representation
learning [2, 47, 19], sound synthesis [52], and robotics
[51, 67, 11, 14, 7, 18, 17, 8]. In robotics, these approaches have
ranged from using vision and sound for exploration in robotic
navigation [14, 17, 7, 8] to using sound to identify object
properties and robot actions [18]. Our work instead focuses
on using it as an input modality for end-to-end learning of
manipulation tasks. Like our work, Clarke [11] uses sound as
input for manipulation, specifically to learn robotic scooping
behavior, while we instead focuses on fusing vision and sound
within closed-loop control, necessary for completing tasks that
contain occlusion.
Learning with Partial Observability. Partial observability
in reinforcement and imitation learning is well-studied in
the context of robotics problems like egocentric navigation.
Many works use an LSTM [23] augmented agent for tasks
like room or target-driven navigation [46, 68, 48]. Other
works have used more sophisticated memory architectures and
Transformers [64] to handle partial observability in navigation
tasks [50, 53, 16, 54]. While these works primarily focus on
navigation and partial observability from ego-centric motion,
our work instead focuses on tackling occlusion in vision-based
manipulation and employs memory in combination with multimodal learning from vision and sound.
RNN augmented agents [45] and structured scene representations [69] have seen some promising results in the context
of manipulation and occlusions. However, in this work we
consider the case where the target object is always fully
occluded, and only incorporating additional sensor modalities
can resolve the partial observability.
Efficient Finetuning of Learned Policies. Critical to our
method’s performance is the ability to improve the policy
trained from offline demonstrations through online interaction.
A natural approach to this is to use reinforcement learning to
finetune the policy [65, 34, 32, 49, 42] or train a residual
policy [31, 1]. One drawback of such methods is that they
require a reward function which can be difficult to provide
on a real robot, and as we see in Section IV, can still be
highly sample-inefficient. Instead, we adopt the paradigm of
interactive imitation learning [58], where an online expert
can provide a modest number of targeted interventions to
the previously trained agent to correct their behavior, either
initiated by the human [35, 60, 44, 30] or by the robot
[70, 26, 25]. We incorporate components of human-gated
DAgger (HG-DAgger) [35] where the human intervenes when
necessary, and the policy is finetuned on the interventions and
original offline demonstrations.
Object Extraction and Occlusion in Robotic Manipulation.
Finally, there is a rich literature of works in robotics that
specifically aim to tackle tasks with occlusion. For example, a
number of techniques tackle tracking and pose-estimation of
either the robot gripper [20] or a target object [10, 66, 43] in
the presence of occlusions. Other works build articulated 3D
models of objects [28], allowing them to be manipulated even
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Our Proposed Architecture for Encoding Vision and Audio. In order to capture vision, sound, and their inter-dependencies over
time, we propose the above architecture. At each timestep we encode the immediate history of visual and audio feedback (last 3 frames of
images, last 2 seconds of audio) using a ResNet18 visual encoder and a spectrogram + 1D convolution respectively. These visual and audio
encodings are concatenated with proprioceptive data, fused through an MLP, and fed into an LSTM over the last 10 timesteps to capture the
long-range temporal dependencies between the multi-modal inputs, finally outputting the current end-effector action.

Fig. 2.

if areas of the object are occluded. Unlike these works, we
focus on tasks in which the target is never observed visually,
and other modalities like sound are needed to localize it.
Other works have tackled the problem of manipulating
objects in clutter, also known as mechanical search [12, 13, 4].
While these works do deal with fully occluded objects, they
assume the object is visible after the objects on top of it have
been removed, an assumption which does not apply in the case
of extracting an object from within a bag.
Finally, other approaches to manipulation in full occlusion
involve using radio frequency (RF) perception [5] or jointly
learning to manipulate and move the agents camera [9]. Unlike
RF perception, our method uses relatively cheap and accessible
microphones, and does not require the target object to have an
RFID tag. While learning to move the camera can help in some
cases of occlusion, it can make learning more challenging and
even in the optimal position, a camera may provide little useful
information inside of a poorly-lit bag or backpack.

III. M EMORY AUGMENTED AUDIO -V ISUAL I MITATION
Towards tackling tasks with heavy visual occlusion, we
present a system for imitation learning from visual and audio
modalities that brings together three key components. First,
we leverage an end-to-end learned approach that takes as
input and fuses both vision and sound modalities. Second,
we use a memory augmented neural network that captures
the multi-modal inputs over an extended history. Finally, we
leverage HG-DAgger [35], an interactive imitation learning
approach for finetuning the policy trained on offline demonstrations efficiently given online interaction. As we find in
Sections IV-B and IV-D, each of these components is critical
to the performance of the complete system.

A. Preliminaries
Before describing each component of our system in detail,
we define our problem setup and notation. We assume that
the agent operates in a controlled Markov process M =
{S, A, p, µ, T } where S is the state space, A is the agent’s
action space, p(st+1 |s, a) is the transition distribution, µ(s0 )
is the initial state distribution, and T is the episodes’ horizon. The agent does not receive true states s ∈ S, but
rather receives observations O that are partially observed
(i.e. the observation space is non-Markovian). We aim to
learn a task given a dataset of N expert demonstrations
D = [(o0 , a0 ), (o1 , a1 ), ..., (oT , aT )]1:N consisting of the
agents observations o ∈ O and actions a ∈ A.
Because our goal is to handle tasks with heavy occlusion,
we consider a multi-modal observation space, where each
observation consists of components o = [ov , os , op ], where
ov ∈ Ov is the agent’s visual observation, os ∈ Os is the
agent’s audio observation, and op ∈ Op is the agent’s proprioceptive observation (e.g. end-effector position and gripper
position). Our goal then is to learn a parametric policy with
p
v
s
× O(t−H):t
× O(t−H):t
→ A. The
memory πθ : O(t−H):t
policy parameters θ are trained to minimize a conventional
mean-squared error behavior cloning loss, that is:
Lbc (o(t−H):t , at ) = ||at − πθ (o(t−H):t )||22

(1)

B. Learning from Vision, Sound, and Proprioception
To tackle tasks with full occlusion, a key component of our
system is the ability to fuse inputs coming from visual, audio,
and proprioceptive modalities (See Figure 2).
Vision. We record images with an uncalibrated third-person
camera mounted in front of the robot, viewing the robot arm
and scene (though the target object itself is fully obscured from
view of the camera). We capture these visual observations

ov as 84x84 RGB images. We pre-process the images by
upsampling them to 224x224, normalizing them, and then
feeding them through a convolutional neural network encoder,
specifically a ResNet18 [22] which produces a 512 dimensional image embedding ev . During training, the images from
the dataset are augmented using random cropping, color jitter,
and random affine transformations, which have been shown
to be effective for more robust imitation and reinforcement
learning [61, 45].

Offline
Demos
Online
Expert Buffer

Sound. For audio observations os , we capture the last two
seconds of the audio waveform from a microphone attached
to the gripper. Because the raw waveform is high dimensional
and noisy, we preprocess it through a spectrogram as done in
prior work [11]. Specifically, the output of the spectrogram is
of shape [L, S] where L are discrete timesteps (in our case L =
57) and S are the different frequency bins of the spectrogram
(in our case S = 160). To capture the temporal equivariance
in the output of the spectrogram, we then pass the [57, 160]
matrix through a 1D convolutional neural network, producing
an output of size [8, 33], which is flattened to produce the final
audio embedding es of size 264.
Proprioception. We record the robot’s internal proprioceptive
data, that is, measurements of its own end-effector position
and gripper status, yielding an observation op of shape (1, 7).
Finally, the embeddings of the visual input, audio input,
and the proprioceptive features [ev , es , op ] are concatenated to
form the observation embedding that is used to predict action.
However, as we will find in our experiments, simply using
single timestep information leads to poor performance, due to
the inherent partial observability in the tasks we consider. We
address this issue by encoding history, which we cover next.
C. Encoding History
To capture the intermittent information between the different sensor modalities, the second component of our system
focuses on how to encode and fuse the history of multi-modal
observations. To do so we perform imitation learning with a
recurrent memory [57]. Since the tasks we are interested in
may require reasoning over short timescales (for example the
motion of the robot) as well as longer timescales (the audio
signal from several past timesteps), we opt to combine both
early and late fusion across time (See Figure 2).
Early Fusion. Effectively manipulating objects in the presence
of occlusion requires perception of the motion of the arm
and the objects in the scene; thus we provide the agent with
a temporal signal of the motion of the arm over short time
sequences by using frame-stacking. Specifically, we stack the
past 3 timesteps of observations [ovt−2 , ovt−1 , ovt ] channel-wise,
and feed them into a modified ResNet18 with 9 input channels
to produce the visual embedding evt .
Late Fusion. Since the robot will need to combine audio
and visual inputs at different times to successfully complete
the task, we also fuse all encoded modalities over time.
Specifically, we concatenate the encoded visual, audio, and
proprioceptive embeddings [ev , es , op ]t at every step t then

Finetuning
Policy

Missed Grasp

Human
Gating

No Intervention

Intervention

Expert Intervention

Online Finetuning via Interactive Imitation. The multimodal and high-dimensional nature of our task means purely offline
BC can suffer from state-distribution shift. To improve the robot’s
performance, we leverage HG-DAgger [35], where a human expert
is in the loop of learning, and intervenes when necessary. The policy
is finetuned on balanced batches of the original offline demonstrations
and the online actions provided by the expert.
Fig. 3.

feed them into an MLP that creates a joint embedding zt .
We pass in a sequence of these zt embeddings across the
past H timesteps into a one-layer LSTM, taking the final D
dimensional encoding. In our implementation H is 10 and D
is 50. This encoding is fed into an MLP with two hidden
layers, which finally outputs the continuous delta end-effector
action and discrete gripper action. Please see the appendix for
further implementation details.
D. Online Finetuning via Interventions
Finally, even with learning from multiple modalities and
memory, offline imitation learning still can face challenges
with state-distribution shift during rollouts. To address this,
the third component of our approach is to fine-tune the
recurrent audio-visual policy trained on offline demonstrations
through online interactive imitation learning. Specifically, we
incorporate the approach of Kelly et al. [35], where a human
observes the robot interacting in the environment, and chooses
when to intervene and take actions for the robot (See Figure 3).
Specifically, the policy πθ is first trained offline on a
set of expert demonstrations D until convergence. Then,
during online interaction, the human may take over and
choose to intervene, and provide an expert action a∗t =
πhuman (o(t−H):t ). These observation and action tuples from
the human (o(t−H):t , a∗t ) are then stored in a separate online
replay buffer Do . During finetuning, the policy πθ is then

Easy

grasping

lifting

moving
within bag

making
contact/sound

grasping and
lifting

Hard

making
contact/sound

Qualitative Examples of Task Success. In the Easy version of the task the agent moves directly down until it hears contact with
the keys, at which point it can grasp and extract them. In the Hard task, the agent must move around the base of the bag until it hears the
keys move, then can grasp and lift the keys. Note: This camera view is not visible to the agent.

Fig. 4.

Algorithm 1 Our Full System
1: Input: Expert demos D = [(o1 , a1 ), ..., (oT , aT )]1:N
2: Initialize Do ← ∅, Initialize θ randomly
3: /* Train on offline demos until convergence */
4: Repeatedly update πθ according to Eq. 1
5: for ep = 1, 2, ..., E do
6:
while episode not done do
7:
if human intervenes then
8:
/* Step expert action and store it */
9:
a∗t = πhuman
S (o(t−H):t ) ∗
10:
Do ← Do
(o(t−H):t , at )
11:
st+1 ∼ p(· | st , a∗t )
12:
else
13:
/* Step policy action */
14:
at = πθ (o(t−H):t )
15:
st+1 ∼ p(· | st , at )
16:
for num updates U do
17:
/* Finetune on balanced batches */
18:
o(t−h):t , at ∼ D
19:
o∗(t−h):t , a∗t ∼ Do
20:
Update πθ according to Eq. 2.

which include a Franka Emika Panda robot extracting keys
from a bag. We observe that our approach is able to complete
this task with a 70% success rate, while a pure vision-based
approach only gets a 20% success rate. Furthermore, we see
our method exhibits some generalization to unseen objects. In
Section IV-C, we describe our simulation environments and
tasks, where we conduct extensive experiments studying the
different components of our system. Finally, in Section IV-D,
we ablate different design choices of our method in simulation, and again observe that removing online learning, either
modality, or memory hurts performance. Please see https:
//sites.google.com/view/playitbyear/ for videos of execution in
simulation and on the robot.
A. Real Robot Environment

updated to minimize the behavior cloning loss on balanced
batches from Do and D, as proposed in [44]:
Lf t = Eo,a∼D [Lbc (o(t−H):t , a)]+
Eo,a∗ ∼Do [Lbc (o(t−H):t , a∗ )]

(2)

Our full system is summarized in Algorithm 1.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we aim to study the efficacy of this
system on fully-occluded manipulation tasks in both simulation and on a real robot. We begin in Sections IV-A and IV-B
where we describe our physical robot environment and results,

Motivated by our original goal of extracting keys from a
bag, we aim to use our system to have our Franka Emika
Panda robot extract a ring of keys from a shopping bag (See
Figure 1). The robot receives 84x84 RGB camera observations
from a third-person camera, as well as audio feedback from a
microphone attached to the gripper.
We consider two versions of the task, an Easy version
where the keys are generally initialized in the center of the
shopping bag below the gripper, and a Hard version where the
keys are initialized over a wider radius of ∼3cm and in more
challenging configurations. The primary difference is that in
the easy version of the task, the robot can contact the keys and
make a sound by moving directly down into the bag, while
in the hard version, the robot must move around within the
bag to make contact with the keys and generate a sound (See
Figure 4). Success is measured when the keys are lifted to a
height such that they are visible to the camera.
For our real robot task, we first collect 50 demonstrations
using human tele-operation with an Oculus Quest 2 VR
controller. The system described in Section III is trained for
10,000 steps on the offline demos. Then, we rollout the policy

Online Performance
Easy

Best 3 Checkpoints
Hard

Easy

Hard

Franka Key Extraction Success Rate. We report the success rate of our policy on both the Easy and Hard versions of the key
extraction task over the course of online finetuning (left/middle). We see that our system is able to get up to 70% success rate on the easy
version of the task with just 20 episodes of online interaction, and up to a 50% success rate on the hard version of the task with just 40
episodes of online interaction. We also report the mean and standard error success rate of the best 3 checkpoints for each method (right).
Overall we see that our full system performs significantly better than removing either audio, vision, or memory, and that for our full method
online interventions are essential for strong final performance.
Fig. 5.

online, with humans intervening as necessary as described in
Section III-D, finetuning the policy after each episode. For all
comparisons each method is finetuned online separately with
interventions for a fair comparison.
B. Real Robot Results
We fine-tune our system and baselines over the course of
40 online episodes with human interventions where the first
12 episodes have the Easy initializations and the remaining 28
have Hard initializations. Every 5 of these online intervention
episodes, we evaluate the success rate of each method (without
any interventions) on 10 trials of the Easy and 10 trials of the
Hard tasks. We report the success rate of our system on each
version of the task over online episodes in Figure 5. Over the
course of these 40 episodes we observe our method is able
to accomplish a 70% success rate on the Easy task and a
50% success rate on the Hard task. Figure 4 shows sample
rollouts of our system completing the Easy and Hard tasks.
First, we observe from Figure 5 that the Easy task starts
with a 30% success rate without any online finetuning (trained
solely on offline demonstrations), and with just 20 episodes
of online interaction (∼1 hour of human effort), it is able
achieve a success rate of up to 70%. For the Hard task, learning
takes longer, and the success rate hovers at ∼20% for the
first 25 episodes of online interaction. However, by the 30episode mark (once there are a sufficient number of online
demonstrations on the harder task), the success rate begins
increasing, and by 40 episodes of online intervention, the robot
is able to complete the hard task with a ∼50% success rate.
These results suggest that online finetuning is critical to our
system’s performance, and just a 1-2 hours of human time can
boost success significantly.
Next, we ablate the different design choices of our method.
Specifically, we compare to Ours (-Audio) which removes any
audio input, Ours (-Vision) which removes all visual input,

and Ours (-Memory) which removes all memory from our
method. All ablations are evaluated under the same protocol
as our full system, and results can be found in Figure 5.
For Ours (-Audio), we observe that over all 40 online
intervention episodes, the success rate hovers at ∼10% for the
Easy task (and never exceeds ∼20% success rate), and the
robot consistently failed on all the Hard tasks it was evaluated
on. Qualitatively, we observe that for the Hard task, even when
the agent did make contact with the keys and make sound, the
robot would then move away from the keys. Furthermore, in
both the Easy and Hard tasks, the agent often would attempt
to grasp and lift even without making contact with the keys.
The learned search policy of this agent was fixed, depending
entirely on proprioceptive information, unlike our full method
which moves until it hears sound, and only then grasps and
extracts the keys. Based on these observations, we conclude
that without audio, the robot is not able to identify when it has
found the keys, or how to effectively move to localize them,
and thus performs poorly at the task even with 40 episodes of
online interaction.
For Ours (-Vision), we observe that over 40 online intervention episodes, the success rate for the Easy task hovers around
∼50% success rate, with the highest performance of 60%
coming without any interventions, we suspect due to noise in
the evaluation. For the Hard task, the success rate remains
at ∼10% over nearly all 40 online intervention episodes.
Qualitatively, we observe that on the Easy mode the agent can
use sound and proprioception to move down until hearing the
keys and grasping them. However on the Hard task, the robot
needs to move around to make contact with the keys; when
doing so, a common failure mode is when the robot engaged a
false/premature lift resulting from a sound from contact with
the grocery bag. We hypothesize that, because this ablation
does not use vision, it cannot perceive the bag, it thus has a
harder time differentiating between when noise comes from

the gripper touching the bag vs. touching the keys. Our full
system on the other hand does not exhibit this failure mode, as
the bag deformation when the robot arm contacts the grocery
bag is visible to the camera, enabling the robot to differentiate
between the sound generated by touching the grocery bag
and the sound generated by contacting the keys. This ablation
suggests that, even with occlusions, incorporating whatever
vision is available in addition to sound is important to the
systems overall success rate.
Finally, we compare to Ours (-Memory), which removes all
memory from the system. Interestingly, on the Easy task, the
policy trained without any interventions performs reasonably
getting a 40% success rate, quickly moving down and grasping
and lifting. However once trained with interventions to show
the agent to correct a missed grasp, the agent without memory
struggles, since without memory it cannot perceive if it has
successfully grasped or needs to regrasp. As a result it moves
neither deeply nor quickly enough to produce sound and
hovers around a ∼ 10% success rate. On the Hard task the
agent always hovers around a ∼ 10% success rate for similar
reasons, and even when it is able to make contact with and
grasp the keys, it drops them prematurely, almost immediately
after grasping them. We hypothesize that without the memory,
it is unable to identify what stage of the task it is in, since it no
longer encodes that it previously heard a sound and grasped
the keys, and thus cannot lift the keys to complete the task.
Ultimately, we conclude that all of the ablations significantly
hurt the overall performance of our system on the real robot
task. We also conduct a detailed quantitative analysis of the
failure modes of our method and each ablation, which can be
found in the appendix along with further implementation and
experiment details.
Finally, we conduct an experiment on the real robot testing
the trained policy’s ability to generalize to new objects. We
take the final policy of our full system trained with 40 online
episodes, then evaluate it with different held out objects never
seen (or heard) by the agent (See Table I). Interestingly, we
observe that the robot is able to do a reasonable job grasping
unseen objects like an aspirin bottle, bag of chips, or pile
of pens, as long as the object produces a loud enough
sound upon contact. Objects like a sponge or cloth which
are relatively easier to grasp fail completely because they do
not produce sound and the robot never closes its gripper.
Seen Objects
Keys
7/10

Aspirin Bottle
5/10

Unseen Objects
Chip Bag Pens
10/10
5/10

Candies
7/10

Cloth
0/10

TABLE I
S UCCESS R ATE ON U NSEEN O BJECTS . W E TEST OUR POLICY TRAINED
ON THE KEYS zero-shot ON UNSEEN OBJECTS . I T IS ABLE TO ACHIEVE
SOME SUCCESS ON UNSEEN OBJECTS that make noise, LIKE A BAG OF
CHIPS , ASPIRIN BOTTLE , OR A PILE OF PENS . O BJECTS THAT DON ’ T MAKE
SOUND LIKE A CLOTH DON ’ T SUCCEED AT ALL DESPITE BEING
RELATIVELY EASY TO GRASP.

C. Simulated Domain and Tasks
Beyond our robot domain, we design two simulated environments to further test the systems ability to reason jointly over

Simulation Environments. We design two simulation environments which require reasoning over vision and sound. Occluded
Grasp with Visual Indicator (top) involves using vision and sound to
localize a block behind a wall and grasp it. Occluded Pick and Place
(bottom) requires using sound to localize and grasp a hidden block
and vision to place it into a bin.
Fig. 6.

sound and vision in the presence of occlusion (See Figure 6).
Occluded Grasp with Visual Indicator. The robot’s objective
is to grasp a red cube that is randomly initialized behind a large
wall which completely occludes the block. A visual indicator
highlights which section behind the wall the block resides in,
allowing the agent to find the block faster by using visual
information. The optimal policy for this task would use vision
to go behind the correct region of the wall, then search until a
sound is made to localize the cube, and finally grasp the cube.
A success is measured as the cube being lifted above a certain
height within the horizon of the episode.
Occluded Pick and Place. Like the previous task, the robot
must grasp a red cube fully occluded behind a wall. However,
in this task the cube is confined to a small region in the table,
and the agent must not only grasp the cube, but also place it
on the other side of the table in a bin (which is fully visible by
the camera) whose position is randomized. Thus, the optimal
policy for the task must use sound to localize and grasp the
hidden block and use vision to place the block into the bin. A

Occluded Grasp With Visual Indicator

Occluded Pick and Place

Fig. 7. Ablating System Components in Simulation. We find that performance without online fine-tuning is considerably worse than our
full method by ∼ 15% in the grasp task and by ∼ 25% on the pick and place task. In addition to removing interventions, removing vision,
audio, or memory, further decreases the success rate of our method. Lastly we find residual reinforcement learning is unable to improve the
performance of offline behavior cloning. Performance is reported as mean over 6 random seeds with standard error shading.

success is measured if the cube lands within a certain threshold
of the center of the target bin.
Both simulation environments are built in MuJoCo [63] on
top of the robosuite [72] framework. In both environments
the visual observations are 84x84 RGB images, and the action
space is delta end-effector control and binary grasping. Since
MuJoCo does not have sound simulation, we approximate
sound with the external contact forces on the target object.
We collect 50 demonstrations with a scripted expert that
uses the ground truth simulation state. For online learning with
interventions, we use a set of heuristics to determine when
to intervene based on the ground truth state of the simulator
and the timestep, and call the scripted expert policy for
interventions. The offline policy is trained for 100,000 steps,
and is finetuned online for 1,000 steps after each episode.
D. Ablating System Components in Simulation
In simulation we further study the relative importance of
the different components of our system. In Figure 7, we
observe that removing each component of the system hurts
performance on both simulated tasks.
First, performance without online fine-tuning (Interventions) is considerably worse than our full method we
observe that with interactive imitation by ∼ 15% in the grasp
task and by ∼ 25% on the pick and place task. Additionally,
we find residual reinforcement learning [31] on top of the
offline BC policy with SAC [21] (-Interventions)(+Residual
RL) to be ineffective, often destroying the performance of
the policy trained with behavior cloning. We also run residual
RL for 5x longer than our approach, and find that it still
does not improve over the performance of offline BC. These
results suggest that online learning from experts is critical to
efficiently improving the success rate of the policy, matching
our results in the real robot.
Additionally, we ablate the use of each modality and

memory from our method without online interventions. We
see that on average removing memory (-Interventions)(Memory) hurt performance the most, dropping performance
by ∼ 10%. We find that removing audio (-Interventions)(Audio) reduces the success rate by ∼ 5% in both tasks, and
removing vision (-Interventions)(-Vision) reduces the success
rate by over 10% in the occluded grasp task. Interestingly,
we observe that in the simulator the agent’s contact with the
block can be perceived via a jolt in the movement of the
robot arm, which is why the model without audio is able to
achieve some success, albeit worse than our full approach.
In the Occluded Grasp with Visual Indicator task, we see a
bigger drop from removing vision, as the visual indicator is
important in identifying the correct region to search for the
block. On the Pick and Place task, since the target bin only
moves around slightly, the agent is able to drop the block in
the average position in the demonstrations and get a reasonable
success rate, hence the limited drop in performance when
removing vision. Overall, we observe a consistent trend as
on the robot that all components of our system are important
to task success.
V. C ONCLUSION AND L IMITATIONS
We have proposed a system for tackling partially observed
and heavily occluded manipulation tasks. Our key insights are
to leverage sound, vision, and memory to resolve this partial
observability, and to train our system in a data efficient way
through interactive imitation learning. Our results on both the
real robot and in simulation suggest that all components of our
system are important to the final success rate. Ultimately, using
our system we are able to accomplish up to 70% success on
the task of extracting keys from a bag from vision and sound.
Despite this, a number of important limitations remain.
First, our system depends heavily on human supervision in
both offline demonstrations and in online human corrections.

Rather than having a human always present, methods that can
intelligently query the human [25] could ease the burden on
the human expert. Additionally, better techniques for finetuning through online reinforcement learning rather than expert
feedback could make the learning process more autonomous.
Second, while sound plays an important role in enabling the
agent to learn when to grasp the keys, a single microphone
only provides incomplete audio information. Much like humans have two ears, endowing the robot with two microphones
could enable the robot to use sound in a more advanced
capacity, e.g. to more precisely localize an object.
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A PPENDIX
A. Architecture Details
The models were created using the PyTorch [55] machine
learning library.
Visual Encoder We used an untrained Resnet-18 [22]
encoder with the input modified to accept nine channels
instead of three. The 512 dimensional encoding was extracted
before the last fully-connected layer.
Spectrogram + Audio Encoder Audio from the microphone is stored in a two-second rolling buffer at 48k samples
per second. To preprocess, we apply a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) with a segment length of 1920 samples. Because we
wanted to demonstrate the robustness of the agent to extraneous audio, we did not apply any noise reduction algorithms.
The FFT returns a [57, 160] matrix, which we encode by using
a 1D convolutional neural network.
LSTM We combine the visual embedding with the audio
embedding and proprioceptive data into one vector and fuse
them through an MLP with two hidden layers of size 1024 to
yield a joint representation of size 50. This joint representation
is then fed into a one-layer LSTM for 10 time steps.
MLP The LSTM outputs a temporal representation of size
50, which is then fed into another MLP with two hidden layers
of size 1024 to yield the final action deltas.
Ablation Architectures For visual ablations, we changed
all image inputs to the policy into zeros. For audio ablations,
we changed all audio signals to the policy into zeros. Finally,
for memory ablations, we fed only 1 embedding vector into
the LSTM (as opposed to the 10 in the full model), and remove
frame stacking of the past 3 frames before encoding the visual
observations.
B. Environment Details
Simulator The two environments were created in MuJoCo
[63] by modifying existing Robosuite [72] environments.
We used a simulated Franka Panda robot, with position control
through deltas at 20 Hz. A higher mass and friction were used
by the block to prevent it from flying away on contact. Sound
is approximated using the average external force on the object.
Simulated Expert Policy The simulated expert policy uses
the ground truth locations of the block (not shown to the real
policy). A script monitors the ground truth location relative to
the robot arm and outputs pre-determined actions depending
on the state. For example, in the Occluded Pick and Place
task, the script starts by moving until the cube is hit. It then
lifts up enough to brush along the edge of the cube. After the
gripper reaches a certain height, the script begins a grasping
routine. Then, after the cube is firmly grasped, the script begins
a lifting and moving routine. Finally, when the cube is over
the bin (whose position is also known to the simulated expert
policy), the script drops the cube. Stochasticity is added to the
arm motion when appropriate.
Simulated Intervention Policy Like the simulated expert
policy, the intervention policy uses the ground truth location
of the block relative to the robot arm and decides when to

intervene. Interventions happen when the robot misses the
block and keeps on moving past the block. It can also happen
if the robot is close to the block but is not grasping it. Finally,
interventions also happen when the robot drops the block after
lifting it. When it intervenes, it uses the same simulated expert
policy (described above) to correct the robot’s actions. The
intervention script also decides when to give control back to
the robot to try again. This hand off of control happens after
the script changes its behavior. For example, the expert policy
might hand off control to the robot when it switches between
grabbing and lifting.
Real Robot Environment In our experiments we use a
Franka-Emika panda robot placed behind a paper bag. The
robot arm is controlled at 5 Hz with impedance-regulated
delta commands. To reduce complexity, the orientation of
the gripper is fixed. Inside the bag is a keychain with four
metallic items of various size and shape. These items include
(1) a standard lever-style bottle opener, (2) a screw cap bottle
opener, (3) a souvenir medallion, and (4) a cylindrical whistle.
Together, they provide consistent sound when moved around,
but they also pose a significant challenge to the robot gripper.
For example, if the gripper is not completely flush with the
surface, it will not be able to grasp the cylindrical surface of
the whistle.
A third-person camera is placed in front of the robot / bag
assembly. It is angled such that the robot and the top of the bag
are visible but the keychain is not. This provides the occlusion
needed for the experiment.
A microphone is attached to the front of the gripper and
makes direct contact with the surface of the gripper. This
allows two mode of sound conduction. Sound can travel
through the air to the microphone, but it can also travel through
the robot gripper body. This combination allows for higher
sensitivity, especially when the robot contacts the keys briefly.
Real Robot Expert Demonstrations To collect the demonstrations on the real robot, we used an Oculus Quest VR
system that tracked the position of the Oculus controller and
relayed the deltas of the controller to the robot. In this way,
when we move handheld controller, the robot moves in the
same manner, with minimal delay.
To facilitate the demo collection process, we mapped the
front trigger of the Oculus controller to intiate a pause in
demo recording. This allows us perform fine-grained motion
by scaling down the deltas recorded by the controller without
sacrificing the range. If any motions require more than an
arm’s length movement of the controller, a pause in demo
recording allows us to reset the position of the controller
before continuing.
To control the gripper, we use the side trigger on the Oculus
controller. We use a binary open/close command as reported
by the state of the trigger. Due to problems encountered with
rapidly changing gripper commands, we implemented a hard
cooldown of ten timesteps (two seconds) per gripper command
change.
Finally, to terminate the episode early after a successful
grasp and lift, we use the “A” button on the controller. Only

successful demonstrations are saved in the replay buffer.
Real Robot Intervention Policy Like the expert demos, the
online interventions are done through the Oculus controller.
Here, the front trigger is remapped to an override function.
When the trigger is not pressed, the robot will act on its
own policy. When the trigger is pressed, however, the deltas
observed by the controller will override the robot’s policy.
These override events are recorded along with images, proprioception, and audio in the replay buffer, which allows for
prioritized training.
Early termination is also done after a successful intervention
that leads to a grasp and lift. Unsuccessful episodes and
episodes that require zero interventions are both discarded.
C. Experiment/Training Details
Simulation Data Size and Training In the simulation, we
collected 50 demonstrations of 400 steps each. On this data
we sampled batches of 16 transition sets and trained an imitation learning model to convergence, which was heuristically
determined at 100000 steps. To reduce variation, 6 seeds were
used to generate our plots.
For the online interventions, we collect 100 intervention
episodes and train in-between. In terms of wall time, the
imitation learning takes around 10 hours on an RTX 2080
GPU, and the interventions take around 12 hours on the same
hardware.
Simulation Evaluation After training, we froze the weights
and ran the robot for 250 evaluation episodes. For the Occluded Grasp environment, we defined a success as lifting the
cube to a certain height above the table, such that the cube
is visible from the camera. For the Occluded Pick and Place
environment, we defined a success as the cube dropping into
the bin such that its entire body is contained within the bin.
Real Robot Data Size and Training Similarly, for the
real robot we collected 50 demonstrations. As previously
mentioned, we implemented early termination in the episode
to account for greater variability in the grasp attempts. It takes
on average between 35–70 steps for a successful grasp. This
is comparable to simulation in terms of wall time, as the
simulation control frequency is 4 times higher.
However, because there was less data to train on, convergence during training happened at 10000 steps. We ran the
imitation learning across three seeds and picked the best seed
(through preliminary evaluations) to run online interventions
on.
We collected 40 online interventions with training inbetween and evaluations every 5 interventions. In terms of
wall time, the imitation training takes around 1 hour on an
RTX 2080 GPU, and the online intervention takes around
2.5 hours of supervised robot interaction. Most of this time
was spent doing evaluations and the training in-between. The
interventions take 15 seconds per episode.
Real Robot Evaluation At the end of imitation learning and
for every 5 online intervention episodes, we run 20 evaluation
episodes. In each episode, we give the robot 75 steps to
successfully grasp and lift the keys into the field of view of

the camera. We also allow for early termination if the robot
succeeds before it finishes 75 steps or if it reaches a dangerous
position (e.g. damaging the bag).
D. Additional Results
Full Failure Mode Analysis
We find that, on the Easy version, our system’s most
common failure mode is unsuccessful lift (3/3 failures) and, on
the Hard version, it is no contact with the keys (3/5) failures.
For Ours (-Audio), the most common failure mode on Easy
is false grasp (8/8 failures) and on Hard is no contact (7/10
failures). For Ours (-Vision), the most common failure mode
on Easy is unsuccessful lift (4/4 failures) and on Hard it is no
contact with the keys (5/8 failures). For Ours (-Memory), the
most common failure mode on Easy is contact but no grasp
(6/6 failures) and on Hard it is no contact no search with the
keys (10/10 failures).

